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      Late-Type Stars

   “Quality-1” late-type stars from
       Buchholz et al. (2009) (K<15.5)

   All stars from Schödel et al. (2007)
      (K<15.5, R>20”)
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(Jeans equation)

Mass Density

Oh, Kim & Figer (2009)



Title      Relaxation timeMass density



   proper-motion velocities

binned velocity dispersions
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Models for the Distributed Mass

Schödel, Merritt & Eckart (2009)



Distributed mass inside 1 pc,
from proper motions,
assuming mass-follows-light

 isotropic modelling

 anisotropic modelling

Distributed mass, from
star counts and diffuse light

Schödel, Merritt & Eckart (2009)



Title

Assuming “mass follows light”
for r < 1 pc

               i.e

   ρ(r) ∝ n(r),   γ = 0.5

     Relaxation time



TitleCollisions

The “missing” objects are
red giants, toward the tip of
the giant branch.

The dominant channel for
destruction is RG-BH
collisions.

However, even assuming a
4x larger BH density than
in the collisionally relaxed
models, there is almost no
depletion predicted for K >
15.  (Dale et al. 2009)
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Title“Isotropic Core” models



Title
Set f = 0 on all orbits that pass
within a certain radius.

yes

no



TitleHow to deplete low-J orbits?
yes

no
1. Inhibit star formation near the
supermassive black hole

2. (transient?) Triaxial distortion

Time to deplete eccentric orbits is:

                                         (ε=triaxiality)

which at ~0.5 pc is:

(Vasiliev, this meeting)



Title“Anisotropic Core” models



In fact, loss of stars into the
black hole is dominated by
changes in J, not E.

Write this loss term as FJ(E).
Then:

Fast (ΔJ) Slow (ΔE)



Title

t = (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5) Gyr

Evolution in J-Space (Isotropization)



Title“Isotropic Core” models



Title

Evolution in E
Initial core size: 1 pc

Times shown:
(0,0.2,0.5,1,2) x 1010 yr

f(E)

ρ(r)

Σ(R)



Evolution of the core
radius, in models
with various initial
core sizes.

⇐ Observed core radius



Stellar Remnants
Roughly 0.1% (by number) of the stars in an old population
are expected to be stellar-mass BHs, with

  m ≈ 10 M.

The BHs lose energy via dynamical friction against the
stars. The frictional force is:

If the stellar density follows ρ ~ r -2 all the way into the
center, then BHs with starting radii

  r < 4-5 pc

can reach the center in a Hubble time.
(Morris 1993)



stars

BHs

Joint evolution, stars and BHs

Times shown:   (0,1,2,4,8) Gyr

Final (6-10 Gyr) distribution of
BHs can be very dependent on
initial conditions.



Preto & Amaro-Seoane
(2009):

Two-component
Fokker-Planck models



Preto & Amaro-Seoane (2009)

Initial Conditions

The PA2009 model does not
have a core!

Modifying their initial
conditions in trivial ways would
produce much longer evolution
times.

 ∴ Their conclusion, that the
Milky Way nucleus must be
relaxed, is not robust.



TitleEnhanced Relaxation?

• “Resonant relaxation” can reduce somewhat the
timescale for isotropization (though not for energy
change). (Hopman & Alexander 2006)

• “Massive perturbers”  could scatter field binaries
into the central ~0.5 pc at rates of 10-4 yr-1, followed
by 3-body captures. (Perets et al. 2007)



TitleStar Formation

• If star-forming events (like those that formed the
stellar disks) occur once per 108 yr, then 104-105 M

could accumulate in the central pc over 10 Gyr.

• We don’t see the stars!

-  Maybe the IMF is top-heavy ⇒ no 1-2 M stars ⇒
   BH-dominated  (Bartko, Baumgardt this meeting)

But: how do these stars avoid being scattered
   in from larger radii?



TitleConsequences of a High Remnant Density

M. Davies

Oral presentation at
“Galactic Center
Workshop 2009”,
Shanghai, China

October 20, 2009

N.B. These models grossly violate
the proper-motion constraints on
the total mass inside ~0.5 pc.



Constraints on the remnant density

• Muno et al. (2005):  Four X-ray transients (binaries?) at R<1 pc,
                               ~40 times larger than expected

• Deegan &                 NBH(<0.1pc) ≤ few x103 ,
  Nayakshin (2007):    based on absence of detected X-ray sources

• Johnston et al. (2006),
   Deneva et al. (2009) : Total of five pulsars at R<25 pc

• Lensing, gravitational perturbations, pulsar timing,…



TitleNucleus Model A
(“3 Musketeers”)

• Low density of stars (and remnants?)

• Long (~10 Gyr) relaxation time everywhere

Pros:

• Internally consistent

• Initial conditions are natural

Cons:

• Robust to enhanced relaxation?

•    “         “   star formation?



TitleNucleus Model B
(“Snickers”)

• High density of MS stars, but RGs are destroyed

• (Super-) high density of remnants

Pros:

• Robust to enhanced relaxation

Cons:

• Not (yet) internally consistent
--  Collisional destruction of RGs requires far too
    many BHs
-- Top-heavy, central IMF does not explain why
    RGs are not scattered in from larger radii
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